How Can We Build a Classroom “Where Everybody Knows Your Name” (and each others’)?
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...is as simple as ABC

A sk questions

B e a good neighbor

C ross-pollinate
Ask questions
Be a good neighbor
Cross-pollinate
Remember the ABC’s today:

**A**sk questions

“What workshop did you come from?”
“What department do you teach in?”
“Doing anything fun this weekend?”

**B**e a good neighbor

Be friendly
Respect other people’s boundaries and time

**C**ross-pollinate

Move around
Meet new people
2 Truths & a Lie

1.) Write down 3 statements about yourself (2 are true, 1 is a lie).

2.) Move to a new table / Introduce yourself.

3.) Share 2 Truths & a Lie with tablemates.

4.) New group members guess lie.
Questions

1.) Without looking at name cards, write down everyone you met today.

2.) What are 2 communication skills you used today (i.e. compliments, eye contact)?

3.) What are 2 things that would help you be a “good neighbor” in class (i.e. engage in small talk, smile at strangers)?
Trivia!

Raise your hand if you can...

1.) Name 2 people you met today
    AND

2.) Remember something you learned about them.
Thank you for coming!

"People will forget what you say. People will forget what you do. But people will always remember how you made them feel."

~ Maya Angelou